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Whether you’re looking for your first job or changing careers, many of us are searching for ways
to earn a living and gain experience in the working world. Yet job interviews and board meetings
can be tough to navigate with all those tricky terms, so get ready to clock in as Idiom Attack
gives you the inside scoop on starting your career path!Included is everything you need:55+
flash cards to learn useful idioms fastMp3 audio download of all the idioms, meanings and
sample sentences for pronunciation practiceColorful animated images to create your
storyChoose how you learn: with pictures, definitions, sentences, or audioTesting materials - fill
in the blank, crosswords, word lists, etc.Connection to other great resources by Idiom
AttackWhy idioms?(Idioms include - essential idioms, native expressions, phrasal verbs,
common sayings, figures of speech, and colloquialisms)Idiomatic expressions are COLORFUL
groups of words that paint pictures in our minds of a meaning unrelated to the individual words.
Because the combination of words will seem peculiar to non-native speakers, it is often quite
difficult for them to learn idioms. They decorate the daily conversations of native English
speakers in various ways. So if your goal is to conquer English, you must conquer idioms first
(before they get you).Congratulations on moving up in the business world! Now let’s show
everyone what you’ve got. As you get settled, let’s take a look at some idioms that’ll help put your
resume on top and be sure to get you noticed in the best way possible.Idiom Attack has
developed these flashcards with your busy schedule in mind. We understand that you have a
job, work, kids, or other school work to worry about and we want to make learning something
new painless. When life catches up to you, just put the cards back in the box and continue with
your day. They will be there when you need them next.Be prepared with the finest tools to
respond in common yet creative ways. Be fluent in American English and never feel out of place
again! Finally, you won’t have to worry about fitting in or not know what to say.– Learn idioms
through visualization, find context, try to translate, find a key word, be creative, have fun, guess,
keep your ears open, listen for tone of voice, just listen (speaking will come later), learn by topic,
and learn through audio, images, & animation.FREE RESOURCESQUICK TIPS &
TRICKSWHAT ARE IDIOMSABOUT THE AUTHORTABLE OF CONTENTS11. MONEY &
FINANCESsave for a rainy day / be in the hole / be a steal / be broke / be a rip-off / get by / cost
an arm & a leg / make ends meet / cut corners / do without / be on someone / come to / pay
off12. REPORTING INFORMATIONwhat’s the scoop? / spread the word / fill someone in / break
the news / first-hand / keep someone posted / catch up on / keep up on / hot off the press / fill
out13. DISCUSSIONS AT MEETINGStouch on / cover ground / raise a question / go into / bring
up / break in / cut someone off / speak up / kick around / not get a word in edgewise / go off on a
tangent14. CONVERSING & COMMUNICATINGhear from / in touch / get back to / talk
someone’s ear off / talk a mile a minute / drop someone a line / yackety-yak / touch base / stay in
touch / out of touch / get in touch with / spam mail / send off15. FINDING SOLUTIONSwork out /
rack one’s brains / do the trick / two heads are better than one / nip something in the bud / take a



different tack / as a last resort / quick fix / magic bullet / get to the bottom ofINDEXTHANK YOU
FOR READING

“Using The College Bound Organizer is one way to help you stay focused on what is really
important.” ―Edward B. Fiske, bestselling author of Fiske Guide to Colleges“As a college
admissions professional, I am always looking for new resources that I can recommend to people
that are either supporting someone looking at attending college or someone that wishes to
attend college themselves. This book is a great resource as it is very practical in nature and
walks you through the steps that you must follow to be able to get into the college that you wish
to attend. The book has a ton of great worksheets that are easy to follow and complete and, by
the end, you have answered most of the important questions that you need to answer to make
an informed decision. The book also has a ton of great tips that they share to help streamline this
process for all. The book is written for people that truly need it which makes the book such a
valuable resource.” ―Dad of Divas--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorAnna Costaras holds a BS and MBA from New York University Stern School of Business.
She is the founder of a college-bound mentoring program for underserved students from her
community. She is actively involved with Adventures in Learning, an educational enrichment
program for children in need of after-school support, as a volunteer and college mentor, and has
served on the Board of Directors. Anna is a veteran of the college application process, having
guided her three children on their paths― graduate and undergraduate― to Cornell University,
Wake Forest University and New York University.Gail Liss earned a MBA from New York
University Stern School of Business, studied at The London School of Economics and holds a
BA from the University of Rochester. Gail serves on the Advisory Board of Young Women’s
Leadership Network, which supports The Young Women’s Leadership Schools and College
Bound Initiative. Gail has extensive experience with the college application process and has
served as a coach and advisor. She has also counseled her three children: two graduates of
Brown University and one graduate of Wesleyan University.In 1980, when he was education
editor of the New York Times, Edward B. Fiske sensed that college-bound students and their
families needed better information on which to base their educational choices. Thus was born
the Fiske Guide to Colleges, which is now the #1 bestselling college guide. In addition to the
Fiske Guide to Colleges, Fiske is the author of Fiske Guide to Getting Into the Right College,
Fiske Nailing the New SAT, Fiske Real College Essays That Work, Fiske WordPower, Fiske
Countdown to College, and several other books that help you find and get accepted to colleges
that match you. A graduate of Wesleyan University, Fiske did graduate work at Columbia
University and assorted other bastions of higher learning. He left the Times in 1991 to pursue a
variety of educational and journalistic interests, including a book on school reform, Smart
Schools, Smart Kids. When not visiting colleges, he can be found playing tennis, sailing, or



doing research on the educational problems of South Africa and other third world countries for
UNESCO and other international organizations. Fiske lives in Durham, North Carolina, near the
campus of Duke University, where his wife, Helen Ladd, is a member of the faculty. They are
coauthors of When Schools Compete: A Cautionary Tale, Elusive Equity: Education Reform in
Post-Apartheid South Africa, and Handbook of Research in Education Finance and Policy. --This
text refers to the paperback edition.From the AuthorAnna Costaras and Gail Liss are co-
founders of Bound to Organize, LLC, an educational consulting firm, and co-authors of The
College Bound Organizer. Anna and Gail understand how stressful the college search and
application process can be. As mothers of six college graduates, they have been through the
process in their own homes and have worked with college bound teens as mentors and
advisors.These longtime friends-turned-business-partners created The College Bound
Organizer, the first and only comprehensive workbook and definitive guide for every high school
student on the college track. How did Anna and Gail come up with the idea? Their story begins
25 years ago on the trading floor of a large New York based commercial bank. The two young
women bonded instantly, forming a close personal friendship that helped them get through
children’s birthday parties, kindergarten separations, middle school cliques, high school course
selections and ultimately, college admissions. If raising three kids each seemed overwhelming at
times, applying to college turned out to be downright staggering. Six students, 40 college visits,
71 college applications and two career women brought to their knees.Anna and Gail quickly
discovered that the application process had changed dramatically since they applied to college.
More complicated and confusing than ever, it necessitates a level of expertise and savvy that
practically requires a master’s degree in business. Which, luckily, Anna and Gail have, making
them the perfect guides for students planning to attend college. Combining their career expertise
with everything they’ve learned from their own children’s experiences, their goal was to share
their organizing system with the college bound community. They’ve packed The College Bound
Organizer with worksheets, checklists, charts, tips and advice that make it easy-to-use for
parents and teenagers alike. After all, who wouldn’t want to successfully navigate the college
search and application process with less stress and anxiety?Two moms. Six kids. One great
idea. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"This "ultimate guide to successful
college applications" presents a step-by-step approach to answering the question of "how do I
make sense of and start the process?" Includes a foreword by Edward B. Fiske (Fiske Guide to
Colleges), tips and worksheets for each step of the process from researching schools and
gathering material for the student information form to applying for student aid, and advice from
admissions professionals." - Book News Inc.This "ultimate guide to successful college
applications" presents a step-by-step approach to answering the question of "how do I make
sense of and start the process?" Includes a foreword by Edward B. Fiske (Fiske Guide to
Colleges), tips and worksheets for each step of the process from researching schools and
gathering material for the student information form to applying for student aid, and advice from
admissions professionals. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this



title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.IntroductionCongratulations, you're
about to get started on an exciting adventure! Going to college is an amazing time in your life.
There is much to look forward to: meeting your roommate, setting up your dorm room, attending
sporting events, being independent, making new friends, and, of course, learning so many new
things. You'll have exciting choices to make, from courses, to focus of study and professors to
learn from. But first, you have to get there.Welcome to The College Bound
Organizer.Organization is key to minimizing your (and your parents') stress and anxiety when
applying to college. Organizing the college search and application process is essential because
you also need to stay focused on academics, athletics, extracurricular commitments, jobs,
family-all the interests, obligations, and activities that fill your day.What do you need to organize?
All the information and paperwork necessary to:•COMPILE your personal profile•SUBMIT your
standardized test scores•RESEARCH schools to identify your best fit•COMPLETE your
applications on time•REVIEW your choices•COMMIT to your schoolYou'll begin by defining who
you are: your academic experience, extracurricular activities, athletics, community service, as
well as relevant work and summer activities. Include recognition and awards. It took you years to
accomplish all this, and you now have a few months to accurately and positively reflect on who
you are and communicate this message. The College Bound Organizer helps you list, sort, and
polish your accomplishments so they're ready to be reviewed by the admissions
committees.Soon, if not already, you'll be immersed in the standardized testing process. This
guide includes sections for tracking test dates and locations, and recording scores to more
easily help you decide which to submit.Exploring your college and university options is the fun
part of the application process. List possible choices and then become better acquainted with
your options. Whether you visit, search online, and/or meet with representatives on or off
campus, jot down your impressions in the section provided. It is also important to keep track of
your correspondence and communications with representatives.Seeking financial aid may seem
daunting. First, you'll need to understand the task at hand. Online resources, school guidance
counselors, and college financial aid officers offer a wealth of information to help you get started.
Completing forms accurately and submitting them on time can increase your chances of
securing the aid you require.Finally, you're ready to apply!You'll be instructed how to set up file
folders, one for each school you apply to and three to hold miscellaneous application and
financial aid materials. Your folders will include the Bound to Organize worksheets you've
completed, information you have collected, and application materials you have created for each
specific school.Our system keeps you organized and focused along the way. You now hold
everything you need to manage the massive amount of information you will be responsible for
creating, requesting, and submitting, while meeting different deadlines for your applications.Let's
get started!Anna and Gail--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Read more
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